
Since ISP started back in '06, our main focus has been helping A/E/C companies grow using high-

quality and cost-effective remote sta�ng. We've got our teams doing great work in India, while our

representatives handle things right here in the US. Our special plan begins with a top-notch training

institute. We make sure our architects and engineers stay on top of their game with continuous

education, which leads to excellent design and construction documents for our clients. We join

forces to save big and deliver super-fast results, all thanks to our round-the-clock global effort.

Our Rock-Solid Team and Technical Prowess

We take our team seriously. We hire folks who've graduated from reputable universities with

engineering degrees, and we ensure that every designer on our team is certi�ed in AutoCAD and

REVIT. We're also experts in U.S. standards and regulations – no cutting corners there. But it's not

just about the technical skills; we understand that effective communication is the key when we're

working to meet strict deadlines. So, we only bring in people with excellent English skills, and we

even have an English expert on hand to keep them sharp.

Our Portfolio

The World's Largest Convention Center in India

On September 18, On Sunday, Prime Minister Narendra Modi o�cially opened the India International

Convention and Expo Centre (IICC) called Yashobhoomi in Dwarka, Delhi. 

Here are some facts about the Yashobhoomi:

15 convention rooms, including the main auditorium, a grand ballroom, and 13 meeting
rooms, with a total capacity of hosting 11,000 delegates

One of the largest exhibition halls in the world, with a capacity to accommodate up to 10,000
exhibitors

State-of-the-art facilities and amenities, including a food court, a shopping mall, a business
centre, and a �tness centre

Conveniently located in Sector 25 of Dwarka, New Delhi, with close proximity to the airport
and other major transportation hubs. 

Yashobhoomi will be connected to the Delhi Airport Metro Express line on the same day as
its inauguration, after the opening of a new metro station at Dwarka Sector 25. The Prime
Minister will also inaugurate the extension of the Delhi Airport Metro Express line from
Dwarka Sector 21 to the new Yashobhoomi Dwarka Sector 25 metro station.

According to o�cial statements, the Convention Center in Yashobhoomi is equipped with the
largest LED media facade in the country.
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